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Julian S. Rifkin Speaks April 15
inalistic. 4) White slavery
By Michele O'Leary
Mr. Rifkin, a graduate of must never be shown. 5)
Children's sex movements
M.I. T ., is presently President of Rifkin Theatres in and dancing with excessive
Boston and Chairman of the movements other than of the
N at i on a l Association of feet must be eliminated. 6)
Theatre Owners. This vib- Treatment of bedrooms must
rant, living organization has be in good taste. 7) The sale
created the whole idea of rat- of woman and of virtues may
not be shown. 8) Words such
ing movies. Motion pictures
have been reffered to as "a as chippie, SOB, damn or
capsulized study of the hell (unless in the biblical
events and social life of context) may not be used.
The whole idea of this code
America, a mirror reflecting what you say, do, and was very unrealistic and antisemitic. In 1949 it was the
think," says Mr. Rifkin.
first
time that black and
Just fifteen years ago
white
were shown together
movie production was under
in
the
production of Pinky.
a code of ethics a few of
19E7
"The Moon is Blue"
In
which are: 1) low forms of
was
banned
because of the
sexual relationships are unuse
of
the
word
"virgin"
acceptable 2) scenes of pas"The
Man
with
the
Golden
sion must not be introduced
Arm"
was
banned
because
of
3) excessive kissing and pasits
discussion
of
narcotics.
sion may not be shown .as it
"The .American film has
may arouse the ~ions
of
may

be -perverted_

and crim-

logy
__ has

come

of age.

It's

time to become responsible,
be true to what's genuine in
you. Because of you I'm difof
ferent."
(a · graduate
Woodstock College) .
In the passing of fifteen
years, no subject couldn't
and shouldn't be discussed.
Pollution, racism, sex, adultry, war-all are discussed in
movies today.
With this new association
of movies as an art form,
producers had certain liabilities and problems. There's
a variable obsenity present.
(child vs. adult) Peter Segal
believes that this is wrong.
He says that you fight the
law but they have a mandate
from the Supreme Court saying th at certain pictures are
not fit for children. In Nov.
1968, a system of ratings
was put into effect. There
are tour classifications as a
_pictures:

1. G-general audience (for

ental discretion)
3. R-restricted for under
17
4. X-no one under 16 or 17

( according to particular
state) admitted.
The appeal board consisting of 25 people views the
movies and rates them by
majority rule. Mr. Rifkin
disapproves of censorship,
as he feels movies showing
violence do mm.·e harm than
four letter words. He also
feels that politicians are using censorship as an instrument for acquiring desired
positions and money. However , because of the Clayton
Anti Trust Law and the
Sherman Anti Trust Law it

making

•
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By Toni Brodax

anyone)
2. GP-general public (par-

one from

Hare Krishna
at Lesley

a living).

Several followers of the
Hare
Krishna
movement
came to speak in Whit.e Hail
lounge on April 21, 1971,
sponsored lby the Intellectual
Climate Committee. They
started out with a chant,
which
relieves
anxieties,
.fears and doubts. The !Words
~

since the Broad~;
show of
Hair. The words to the chant
are:
Hare Krishna, Hare
Krishna,
Krishna Krishna, Hare,
Hare.
Hare Rama, Hare Rama,
Rama Rama, Hare Hare.
of

<by the

group

is the

Song

of

For Krishna
is the name of God, the
source of everything and is
the giver of free will. Most
of the philosophy of the
group is discussed in this
book and states 1) One is
not their own body .:...:..
: ~;
ar2 ·by nature spiritual souls
who have qualities, related
to our bodies. We are at~ac::ed to materiall things
~l1rough our body. When you
are aware that you are spir,.ually Latural then you can
accomplish your happiness
through
this spirituality.
Perform all activities knowing that you are doing them
for me (Krishna). 2) You
ar\~ a spiritual soul. This expla:ns that you are not your
own body. To do this you
can abide with pure faith
and .love, work for Krishna,
detach from the fruits of
your activities and do things
for Krishna. By satisfying
Krishna, everything will be
happy.
Krishna is offering to everyone their love to Krishna
(the absolute truth). Happiness can be s o u g h t
through
Krishna.
Their
dress is a symbol of their
simplicity. Their hair is symbolic of their dedication to
their God, giving up their
material! values and also for
rellgious identification.
God (Krishna).

Optimism

What's Up
By Janet Formicola
The school year has passed quickly and the end is
fast approaching. A review
of the year proves that the
four classes have ~ very
active. The Freshman have
sponsored a child in Appalachia, Vickie Lynn Carter.
We hope to have enough
funds to continue this support for the next three
years. We are presently engaged in an Easter candy
sale to raise money for this
Appalachian project and to
raise funds for the class. The
trauma of room drawing is
over, ,and the class is anxiously awaiting room placements. We have obtained a
1band for Parents' Weekend
which will provide entertainment in Whitehall Lounge.
rwe hope this contri'bution
will ·be a welcome addition
to the weekend. Several of
the freshmen met informal/ly
with Dean Ritvo to discuss
next year's freshmen orientation
program.
Nothing
definite has !been decided
upon, and all suggestions are
welcomed.
The _ Sophomores ha d
planned a class trip to Martha's Vineyard the weekend of May 7. They sold candy to raise additional funds

for the trip, ibut the trip fell
through due to lack of accomoda tions. The class was
quite active last semester.
They sponsored the sophomore bazaar during Father!Daughter weekend, held a
bagel sale to raise money
for the class fund and the
dlass trip, and ~ntertained
all the dorms with their
Christmas Carol sing.
The Junior class is entirely responsible for the
planning and productoin of
Parents' week2nd. This is an
extremely
time-oonsuming
task, and the class' efforts
since September have been
a imed in this direction. They
designed invitations for all
the parents and sent them
out, they lhave planned a
play for Friday night, and
are responsible for providing tickets to the Boston
Pops. We are all awaiting
Parents' weekend to · enjoy
the fruits of their labor.
The Senior class' priorities
file within the school systems of the surrounding suburbs. Many have paid teaching jobs in the area, especially those majoring in Special Ed. Many of the students
are working in Watertown,
!bringing. new methods and
to the
EDC workshops
1

teachers. They are a vital
force in the classrooms because they are aware of
many new approaches to
teaching and are able to instruct
older teachers
in
ways very 'beneficial to the
classes. The class is also
anxiously awaiting graduation on May 30, and the rest
of their time and attention
is devoted to those preparations, as well as to obtaining
jobs for the upcoming school
year.

Battle of the
Bulge
Monday night at 8 :30, the
class of "7 4" experienced
room drawing, appropriately re-named "Guillotine Garage." The main purpose of
this was to have each member of the class choose a
number. The numbers ranged from 1-184 and the main
objective was to choose the
lowest possible number. If
your roomate chose a lower number than you, then
you could disregard your
number and go by hers.
Next Thursday, the freshmen class gets to choose the
houses and rooms that are
left and that ends room
drawing for 1971.

By Irma Galnberg
One of the most controversial Issues on the Lesley
campus is that . of the intellectual climate or the Jack of
it. Students and faculty are
concerned with the impending danger of Lesley losing
it's good reputation.
Ben Blumenberg, a Biology Professor, is one of the
leading figures on campus
who .is optimistic about the
future of Lesley. Needless to
say, there are serious problems with the academic atmosphere, student motivation, and general attitudes.
However, the new curriculum change, recently introduced, has brought about
some important visions of
improvement. Ben, himself
is dissatisfied with the present curriculum and feels
that a mechanism of change
is necessary. This mechanism may be achieved only if
the entire General Education program thinks through
the goals, objectives, and
pu rposes in an organized
fas hion. Bsn is hopeful be
cause positiive signs suc'h as
student involvement and f.aculty commitment are beginning to assert themselves.
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The Role of the Educational
Institutions and Its Relations
·to Society
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By .Jeryl V. Proce

Tradition is a word which is becoming
more and more of a myth. The world and
American society in particular, seem to be
in an iconoclastic state. Women are being
liberated, the courts and police examined for
oppression, the military is no longer inseparable from patriotiun, and simplistic trust
in the system is no longer sufficient.
The values of ·the "establishment" are
being battered and critical eyes are viewing
them against the behavior of the "establishment" itself. Premarital sex and the conscious-expanding drugs are becoming more
'acceptable among the youth, while the sacro------- ' ~
he f~mily, the white elite, and
other venerable-institutions are ~eing questioned .
The fact that an institution represents a
time-worn tradition is no longer enough, to
validate its continued existence and worth.
Society and the inter-relationships
of the
modern world are changing so rapidly and
with such complexity that institutions must
adapt or they will become antiquated momentoes of the past.
If one look.Sibeyond tradition, t hen an objective view of the merits of our ~ucational
institution is .l)Ossible. First, consider course
curdculum. . .la the context ot the pneent
ever mer,rbJg w1th the tutu.re, what type r,t
course in terms of both structure and content, is the most compatible with the times ,
keeping in mind that a college education is
to prepare a student for her "after-life" and
not to keep her in ignorance of reality ?
I question the value of "static" course mat erial, that which has no on-going significa nce
for a student beyond a. given exam or semester course . Courses should either have aesthetic value, to enhance one's appreciation
of life and her enjoyment of it, or, to repeat a
used phrase, "be in keeping with the times."
More and more students are concerning
themselves with current social trend.s and
events outside of the university . Still, there
.is little general knowledge of the true nature
or import of such rumored crises as the
black-white situation, population explosions,
inflation, ])Ollution, etc. People have a tendency f;o sit back until such crises have reachedI dangerous proportions and then panic.
The university provides an ideal opportunity to educate people about such problems and to equip them to deal with one aspect of society immediately. The poetic or

philosophical individual might describe such
courses as having a certain rhythm, a pulsing
movement in terms of intellectual stimulation, which derives a part of its motion from
the relation of the course material to the
changing and dynamic society.
What I am proposing implies a reversal of
the traditional outlook on course content. It
has been assumed that a student should
learn her academic subjects as thoroughly
as possible and upon graduation, apply her
newfound knowledge to the outside world,
thereby enhancing that world to the betterment of all. Such an attitude seems to be
perpetuating an unnecessary risk of relevance. Instead, the core issues and concerns
which are disturbing the world today should
provide the initial guidelines for higher education, course content in the fields of social
sciences and physical science . Universities
must set up and run to catch up with the intellectual demands society makes of an individual.
The emphasis on relevance in a substantial portion of college stud ies would not only
mak e intelle ctu al pur suits exciting by giving
the man immediatel y meaningful
base , but
it would corect some o-f the gross inadeq~

The Medium

•
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The Mess
By Rick l\liiz
"
College students are a
~ood-na tured :
hard-wo rk ~g , fun-lovmg
bunch
of
kids. Oh, sure , they do some

cies of the present system. Too often a stu- crazy things like swallow
dent graduates and automatica.lly disassoci- goldfish, wear those racates her old st udies from her new life . This coon coats, scream at foottend ency pe rpetuates a dicho tomy in wh ich a ball games and stuff them per son , alt hough per haps intensel y interestselves into phone booths.
ed in her j ob is apathe tic about society in . Bu t, for the most part , colgene r al, and re lativ ely detached from t he lege st uden ts are good-nasurr ound ing cr ises in t he modern world.
tured , har d-worki ng and
Man y peopl e today form opinions on the fun-loving. "
basis of the media alone, which in too mAny
Oh yeah ?
instances are merely an "enginee ri ng of conThat may have been an
sent ," not giving us information from direct
accurate descr lption of the
source s. Depending on one's social environ - college student of 50 years
ment, the formation of opinio n t hrough os- ago when things were The
mosis often differs. This method breeds lack Cat's Meow rather
than
of understanding between segments of soc- Right _On (but the new imiety, antagonism, and alienation .
age of the university stuThe college education should afford stu- dent has him doing somedents the chance to directly examine society's ~hat different things than
institutions, free from their biases of social m the days of the Varsity
background or future. Only after such ex- Drag . Today the student
ploration will graduates be able to overcome does other "crazy" things .
He swallows hallucinogenic
the maze of myth and bias which surounds
most social phenomena. Graduates' will have drugs rather than goldfish,
spent several years preparing themselves to wears
hipp ie c 1o t h e s,
deal competently with this future world.
screams at demonstrations,
and stuffs himself into an
occasional university administr~tor's office .
Today 's American college
·are in dire need of
students
·Mother, 23, is training for a largely responsible for the
a
good
public
relations firm.
$100.00 a month job with correspondence ·between the
It's in the eyes of those
Head St.art. They have two child and the class. Should
allegedly Concerned Citichildren, a son, age four, and anyone wish to see the letzens that the student image
Vickie. The family lives in a ters or help Paula and my- is a tain ted one , multilated
mobile home with no indoor self with the correspondence,
by magazine covers screambathroom. They are listed please feel free to contact
ing out a:bout the Student
with
the
Federation
as
"in
us.
Any
clothes
or
other
gifts
Revolution
(exploiting cov• I
<Jesperate need" of help. The you might wish f;o send can . ers that often are more reclass sends $15.00 a month be given to us, and we will . volting than the Revolts
to the famHy which is used forward them to Vickie.
themselves) and even more
for food, heat, clothes, educaJanet Formicola · distorted by one-sided telletior;i, \etc. Paula Agins is
Whi~hall No. 30 vision coverage that shows

Letters to the Editor
Dear Jeryl,
As most of you are aware,
the Freshman
class has
. sponsored a child in Appalachia, through the Save the
Children Federation.
The
child's name is Vickie Lynn
Carter. She is six years old
and lives in Stark, Ky. Her
father, 25, has diabetes, and
has been turned down numerous times for jobs. Her

T)te Student Image:

only the student revolution ,
hut never the evolution.
T he med ium is the mes s.
Newspapers,

radio

and

es -

pecially, television have given the people of America an
even more distorted pictur e
of what the Typical Today
Student is like.
The emerging stereotype
is the ragg edy-coifed revolu tionary - radical , endlessly partaklng in_ v a r i o u s
school-spirited activities bombings, seizures, strikes,
pillag .:, and a llittle arson on
the side. In his spare time,
he downs dop2, sleeps promiscuously in coed dorms,
d r e s s e s outlandishly and
that's that .
The media displays (and
displays and displays and instant replays) only his demonstrat ion behavior, which
might very well lbe out of
context. He might be a medical student
with honor
grad 2s who loves his mother,
dat es a Sensible girl, attends
church, has a good parttime job, loves apple pie, and
in all other ways fulfills _the
the 6 o'clock news never
shows that part of him.
Peop le are frightened by
the student movement--scared and acrimonious. The values they 've held sacred, the
goals they 've striived toward suddenly are being
threatened - by their own
children. The result is panic. In a nation-wide poH tak- .
en last spring, the campus
unrest problem ranked numlber one--even over war, ecol(ContinuedOD Page 8)
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PAGE THREE

SOCIAL. EXPERIENCE
Lon·ely Days, Lonely Nights

papers per year for a specific course it would be a better set up for us, and the
teacher. We could get our
papers in early, and have
time at the end of the year
of the semester in case of an
elective, to relax a bit. There
wou-Jdn!t be ...any strain or

By Jeryl V. Proce
After one semester of freshman life at Lesley, I agree
with A. S. Neiles statement that "schools should be co-ed
because life is co-ed." Short of importing 620 men, however,
I have tried to think of ways in which Lesley students
might have a more natural and more varied social life in
the college as it now stands. It has been previously established that there are definite advantages of an all women
institution. A turn of the coin for those less contented with
this situation and some suggestions.
The age old suitcase syndrome at any girl's school
creates an atmos .phere in which the student body fails to
find enough areas for entertainment in their own community. Within our own_school we must be more self-reliant and
do the most possible with our av ailable resources, as well
as work to make more facilities av ailable for our use. We
need to create an atmo sphere where there are always things
for students to do, ~egardless of their social life.
-- -----One of the mam ways to meet the opposite sex is to go
to mixers, otherwise known as "cattle shows." These ar often characterized by large crowds, loud bands, dark rooms
and the feeling that everyone is playing a meaningless game
of deception. Needless to say , whether we enjoy attending
these shows, they are part of the college "social experience"
and accordingly should be dealt with in a manner of nonchalance.
In addition to the present form of mixer, there should
be others that take on new and varied appearances, where
conversation and not appearance is emphasized. Qne aueh
mixer could be a wine and cheese party with a quiet band
and the atmosphere of a coffee house.
Social activities should be planned on the dorm level
as well as for the entire college. There could be other mixers
besides our usual ones, in the forms of hikes, picnics, skating
parties, ski trips etc. Small dinner parties could be held by
dorms, clubs, or even the girls in one particular manor. The
events could be open to the entire college, one dorm or a
limited number who sign up. In planning such activities,
students must support the ·planning ~ _1>7
· offeri11 ·is>

boredom

help, or signing

•

"Arthur, there's a thing at the door says it's escaped from M.l.T.
can u:e please plug it in for the night."

and

SUNSHINE,SUNSHINE???
By Mimi Packman
Last week I wrote an article entitled In Defense of My
Apathy. The conclusion was
that here is no such thing
as apathy. Someone who is
labeled apathetic, is only a
person who is not interested
In the _same things as those
who did the labelling.
Well, I'm back again, on
the advice of my editor, to
stir a few more souls who
.are in favor of my philosophy concerning "apathy."
It's spring time when
young people turn to Jove,
frisbee, and protests. Unfortunately for all of us Pleasure Seekers the spring also
m e a n s responsibility to
school.
During the on hours the
·Amphitheatre looks like a
combination of Miami Beach
and the Concord Hotel. Girls ·
are either reclining or ,itting upright with their reflectors, pillows, · suntan lotion, and salad. The off

'hours for The Steps are between 2 pm. and 9am. during
those hours we are busy, too
busy, finishing up papers,
starting new papers, read,ing books and finishing up
the papers we've just started.
If I sound like I'm down on
pa-pers, rm really not, just
when they all come at the
same time, like now . . . .
Every teacher thinks he is
being a hero because he's
assigned a paper a month
before its due, little does he
know that his fell ow heroes
have done the same thing.
So, instead of being able to
start a paper early and have
free time when the weather
gets nicer we have to rush
to start one paper, finish it,
start the next, finish that,
and so on.Finally during the
last week when -We have to
ultaneously finishing up our study for finals we are simlast paper.
Perhaps if we were assigned a certain amount of

on the part

of the

up for an event-. At any rate , a varied

and

teacher either because in- casual approach to meeting people is more enjoyable.
stead of getting a load of
Since Lesley is not co-ed, it is obvious that students will
papers during the last week, continue to be ruled partly by the thought of the weekend
there would be a steady cur- and the size of their suitcases. But it should be possible for
rent throughout the year.
life within these unbinding confines be less frustrating and
It's times like these when upsetting.
one has four papers due, two
The college must have activities of interest for those
books to read, and then the who are dateless and confined to the campus. Everyone
regular weekly work, that
would enjoy ~re movieL.,.. ~J.c.Kt&tc TST au &C
one feels like screwing the sary to charge a sm.ano.fee for movies, more st~dents would
whole thing.
probably not mind paying if it meant seeing a greater numI won't say that Lesley ber and variety of films.
·
College has fierce competiOn · Friday and Saturday nights, the gym should be.
tion or unduly harsh teach- open. Activities for the dateless girls have been badly ignorers . who assign _D18$Ses of . ed in spite of the fact that everyone at some time or another
work, but I do feel that if a is painfully faced with the prospect of a boring weekend on
different arrangement ·was campus.
worked out by students and
For those who are assertive, outdoors there are in the
faculty everyone would ben- field of athletics. outdoor tennis courts at Harvard, indoor
efit.
courts at Winch'ester, riding stables at Framingham, swimming pools at the Y.M.C.A., dance clas.ses at The Cambridge Youth Center and a whole array of programs affiliated with these centers. For the arts ; The Boston Music
Hall for concerts, numerous museums (some of which are
heavy skies pull down the afternoon
in a 3 minute walking distance), art classes at the Adult
shadowing over our streets
Education Center in Cambridge, and The New Theatre in
and angry waves toss high,
Cambridge has plays and shows presented regularly, elimcarving the image of time
inating car fare and hat pin.
in sand and stone
Events are nothing more than the people that comprise
them. Perhaps if people could project their thoughts bewe are ocean pilgrims;
yond the limited spheres of their private activities. We
watching
could develop something so much more worthwhile in some
as life is drawn back to its sources
sense of community consciommess.
only to be reborn once more
The atmosphere of books .and studying in a monosexual
and split against the sky.
situation breeds restless indifference. People float into small
select units and do not feel any sort of identity with their
yet, while even the smallest bird
community.
can see
If we could develop a sense of unity as a group of indiand cry out to this rising spirit
viduals with the potential to work to create activities tha~
would apply to people with varied interests and talents,
still we wait in out shadows
there wouldn't be so limited a scope of social activities. It is
like the ancients
the lack of such a. basic atti tude th at is reflec.tive on social
and wonder at the passing of the tides.
life at Lesley and it is at this level that we must deal with
change and improvement.
Kathleen Mallery

and in, and out
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Ecology: Not Just the Air You Breathe
·
Welcome sulfur dioxide

by Lantern Staff

It's the Noise You Hear

Hello carbon monoxide
The air the air is everywhere
Bless you alcohol blood stream
Save me nicotine lung stream

Incense incense is in the air
Breathe deep while you sleep
Breathe deep
Catac lysmic ectoplasm
Fall -out, atomic orgasm
Vapor and fumes at the stone of my tomb

Breathing like a sullen perfume ·
Eating at the stone of my tomb.
from the musical HAIR

Since 1954, the level of noise
bombarding the eardrums of city
inhabitants in the U.S. has doubled, and no decrease is expected.
In New York City alone, noi~e has
"reached a level intense, continuous and persistent enough to
threaten basic community life,"
according to Mayor John V. Lindsay. New York noise regularly
exceeds 85 decibels, the level
above whjch CO!)tinuousnoise can
cause deafness. Escape cannot be
found indoors, for the modern
kitchen with its dishwasher , blender and garbage disposal often
rivals a downtown street at rush
hour as a source of unwanted
noise.
Robert Alex Baron, a resident
of Manhattan, has been engaged
in a three-year futile battle to control noise in the city of New York.

In 1966he established an organization called Citizens for a Quieter
City. The committee 's lobbying
persuaded Lindsay to appoint a
special task force on noise control. But task forces don't stop
noise cells that transmit sound
from the ear to the brain, thus
contributing to increasing deafness. In addition, excessive noise
disturbs blood pressure, heartbeat and almost every body function, and may have much to do
with emotional ailments as well.
As Baron says about noise: "It is
a form of persecution ."
•Even unborn fetuses are not immune to noise pollution. 1Evidence
presented at the meeting of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science here in Boston last December, suggested that
sharp sounds such as sonic booms

can cause stress in babies in the
womb.
Little, if anything, is being done
to curb noise pollution. The Federal Aviation Administration is engaging in much hemming and
hawing, ·but constructive action
and visible results do not appear
to be forthcoming. By 1971, FAA
claims, the noise on some 2,100
existing commercial jet airplanes
will be muffled. Typically, the
level was unspecified, thus . making their promise meaningless. In
addition ;to this la~ . the huge
Boeing 747's are "temporarily exempt." Reason: Boeing applied
for certification of the 747 one
year before FAA began drafting
its noise laws and is too far along
in production of the jumbo jets to
meet the deadEne. Score one for
corporate enterprise, zero for our
eardrums .

It's the Car You Drive
The automobille industry is re•
sponsible for 68 per cent of all air
pollution. Most of the smog that
envelops the cities of our nation
is exuded by the interna l combustion engine. Because of the automobile's large contribution to increasing air pollution, car manufacturer s have been sued on numerous grounds for decimating the
environment. But things will be
different by 1971, when stringent
federal laws on anti-pollution will
go into effect.
Carbon monoxide, a toxic gas
that can neither be seen nor smelled, is a prime ingredient of automobile exhaust fumes. In large
quantities, CO radically impedes
the ability of hemoglobin to carry
oxygen from lungs to tissues. This
results in a loss of energy an d a
crippling of menta l and physical
reactions. The highly industri alized Northern Hemisphere contains more than 90 per cent of the
earth 's CO.
The National Academy of Sciences has stated that carbon mon-

oxide becomes dangerous when it
reaches levels of 10 parts per
million par ts of air , a level common in today 's cities. At that concentratio n, it can do harm to
women who are pregnant and to
persons sufferiRg from bronchitis, emphysema and heart disease .
In Los Angeles, for example, the
carbon monoxide danger level is
exceeded more than 40 per cent of
the time. Eac h day in L.A., cars
produce 20 million pounds of CO,
a quantity sufficient to decre ase
the blood's oxygen-carrying capacity in some individuals ·by up to
20 per cent.
In a partial attempt to combat
such pollution problems, the Ford
Motor Company has budgeted 31
million dollars for vehicle pollution control next year . Among
other devices, the money will be
used for an experimental kit to
cut pollution by 50 per cent that
will fit into Fords already on the
road.
While all the improved gadgets

in future Fords may ultimately
reduce the exhaust pollution of
internal combustion engines by
90 per cent, the ultimate solution
could very well be an entirely new
kind of power source. Electric
cars and gas-turbine engines for
trucks and buses are but two of
several possibilities. Henry Ford
II recently promised that the
compa_ny will also move "ahead
on the more difficult problem of
developing a turbine engine for
passe ng er car use."

Radicals urge a national boycot,t on the purchase or all new
cars immediately . In a leaflet addressed to "Fellow Human
Beings," a Washington, D.C.-based radical group decla red "The
American people should not buy
any new cars until the automobile
industry uses its resources and
influence to provide transporta tion which is pollution-free." Perhaps this, along wiith the proposed legalization of hitch-hiking to
reduce the need for more cars , is
the only answer to anurgent problem.

It's the Babies You Have
The U.S. is hardly the most rage Indian causes a muclr 'smallover-populated country in the er portion of the destructive effect on the environment than does
world today; we number a mere
his
American counterpart .
203million, as compared to India,
If
the population of the United
for example, which is teeming
States
continues to increase at its
with 540 million on far less land.
present
rate of 1 per cent per year
But what exactly is "over-population?" A nation is seriously over- we will double our numbers by the
populated when its people, by vir- year 2040.We are decimating our
tue of their ·numbers and activi- land at a rate of over a million
acres a year . We now have only
ties, are most rapidly decreasing
2.6 agricultural acres per person.
the ability of the land to support In less than five years this will
human life, according to one ex- · be reduced to 2.2 acres, the critipert.
cal point .for the maintenance of
In the lifetime of one average
what is considered a decent diet.
American, he will personally pol- It is projected that by the year
lute three million gallons of water , 2000- in our own lifetime - this
and industry and agriculture will figure will dwindle to 1.2 acres
use 10 times that amount in his per person. Although the meaning
behalf. He will use 21 thousand of these figures is almost beyond
gallons- of gasoline (containing our comprehension, our children
lead), consume 28 thousand will be starving by the time they
pounds of milk and eat 10 thous- reach early middle-age.
and pounds of meat. In order to
produce the food that the affluent
American consumes during the
What can be done to stop this
course of his life, the land is taxed trend? First, the population
beyond its capacity. Thus the ave- growth must be reversed. We have

far more people now than we can
continue to support at anywhere
near today's level of affluence.
American women average slight·
ly over three children each. Even
.if this number was red uced to 1.5,
we would have 57 million more
people by 2000 than we have in
1970.
The only way to reduce the population, and thus ensure the survival of humanity, is to make contraceptives and abortion legal and
available to everyone, eTerywhere. Severe economic sanctions
on those who produce ch!ldren and
rewards to those who do not, can
be levied within our system of
taxes and weUare.
The second step that must be
taken is ,to halt the present land
destruction . The only way to accomplish this is to abandon the
view that the environment is to
be exploiited and rava ged in any
way feasible for private financial
gain. The use of all resources
must be carefully and intelligently planned to serve all peop!e in
the best possible manner .
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The Facts About
Air Pollution

,,.

By M.J. Soloman
Contamination of the air by
do to you? If you have not
waste produ ct s of the activities
already noticed it can make your
of man defines air pollution . The
eye s water and burn , blur your
communities' · air is polluted
vision, and even worse it - can
when
the contamination
is . upset your breathing . Your body
strong enough to effect you. It
may hot receive enough oxygen
will interfere with your comfort,
to stay healthy and you may
safety, and health or it will pass out in the street because of
prevent you from using and
air pollution. Air pollution has
enjoying your property
and been known to sicken and to
community . Only a few decade s destroy. In New York City thili
ago people thought
of air past summer people have been
pollution in terms of waste and taken to the hospital due to the
soot. But now it is known that
bad air and heat. An aiI
many other wastes are involved . pollution attack, wher e inversion
Where do these wastes come occurs, could last for several
from? Some come from oil and days . Increased rates of illness
gasolin e. Some come from the are
associated
with these
industrial and chemical processes attacks : so were increased rates
that produce modern fabrics and of death. These deaths were high
wonder chemicals that make among the elderly and among
cleaning · the house so much people with weakened hearts
easier. Still others, in the near and lungs .
What can you do about air
future, may be added by an even
newer source of energy and the pollution? l) Make sure your
increasing complexity of modern furnace is not contribu ting to
the a.fr pollution probl em . Do
life .
How do wastes get into the not burn trash. Evea though you
air? Most wastes get into the air can not see soot spitting from
from burning . This is man's basic your furnace , this does not mean
method for producing energy for that you are not polluting the
needed power. The refuse of a air. Som e pollutants are invisible
communities'
daily life is gases. 2) Report neighborhood
released
into
the air by air pollution problems to proper
incinerators,
such as the officials. If you see ~ car spitting
incinerator in Lawrence, home smoke, write down the license
furnac es, tcash piles , auto number, year and make of car.
graveyards , power plants, such as The biology club compil es such
the one at LTl , steel · mills, listings and sends them to the
textile mills, such as those · in proper officials . If the biology
Lowell, family cars, such as the club does nothing else to prevent
one you drive, trains , such as the air pollution it is being useful in
B& M line , and ·other industrial
compilina this data. 3) Work for
factories . What th ey sprew into need ed legislation, at th e local ,
state, and national levels, and
the air mixes ·with wastes and
gases from many sources. Some the funds to enforce them. 4)
interact with one another and Help other s unders tand wha t
harm air pollution does .
others react wit h sunlight . They
Lowell Tech . has many
can
form
different
more
dangerous polluting agen ts in th e societies , fraternities and clubs
air.
These
pollutants
can associated with it; howeve r,
sometimes be washed away by non e of these have openly
rain or snow but often remain in decla red that they are willing to
air in the fight against air
the air for you to breathe ; just
travel
around
Lowell and pollution or any other kind of
pollution . Most of these are
breathe
the
polluted
concerned with their own being.
air - polluti on will not disappear
no matt er how hard you may If t~,e societies, fraternities and
clu bs associated with Lowell
wish.
The amount of time the Tech. are involved they have not
pollutants remain in the air announ ced the fact to any
extent. The Biology Club is
depends
on the pollutants
involved and how · much the semi-active in the fight to stop
pollution is already in the air. A pollution . This is th e only club
that has openly announced its
valley, such as the Merrimack
intentions
, though
their
valley will have a lot more
intentions are a poor excuse for
trouble escaping air pollution;
hills tri;p the polluted air and claiming a part in the fight
keep the wind from blowing it against air pollution. They have
away.
helped to reclaim a certain
Polluted air may also be tonnage of paper to be recycled
trapped by weather . As in the to save cutting down more trees ;
case of ijoston, a windless day but they have . even done this
·
will allow the air to hand over poorly. Su~estions have been
the city and soak up
th e ·brought up at their meetings ,
pollutants.
Whenever
this such as, placing a basket in the
happens there -is usually a warm mail room to save the circulars
layer of air above the city, in put in the mail boxes wh1.;h
this case , and the cooler air can could then be added to the
. not rise, thus, the pollution
paper collected for recycling :
remms in the city ; it boxes the this was ignored by the president
unclean mass right where it of the club and hastily dropped
stands . The weather provides us as a point of business. An article
with many such days when such had been .brought in by aa situation , called inversion, can non-member which listed the
occur.
kinds of cans that could be
What harm does pollution
reclaimed an<I where : but, this
do?
Pollution
rots clothes,
was also dropped from the
discolors bright house paint,
discussion soon after it was
ru ·sts metal and rubberized
presented. The article rests on
items, mars monuments , and it
the Biology Club bullet in board
cuts down visibility. Pollution
in P4 l 3; it has tieen there since
can also stunt growing shrubs
Jan. 1971. It ..,eems it would
and trees, and it also menaces
have been too much trouble for
human health.
the club.
What harm can air pollution
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Clean Air? Anyone?
When Congress adopted
fue 1970 amendments to the
Clean Air Act most conservationists
considered
the
vote a victory for breathing
Americans. True, some ·"fanatics" argued that the law
did not go far enough. Still,
in the schOO'l of practical,
political compromise it was
considered a good law.
After all, it was going to
get tough on the automobile,
require standards that protect the "pulblic health and
welfare'.' on pollution from
stationary sources and require constant study to see
tha t new evidence of danger
is reflected in the laws. Tha t
was what the Congress said.
Then the law was passed
to tlie Environmental Protection Agency to administer. Ev erybody knew EPA
·was going to be tough.
That's w:hat the President
set it up to do ... to protect
citizens from pollution; more
efficiently and more effectiveily because all the agencies fighting environmental
destruction were under one
roof - air, water, pesticides,
radiation ...
It was up to EPA to draw
up tlle standards for air
quality, to say just how
much junk and ·poison could
be tolerated in the air over
a particular spot at any given time. EPA was to say
how much could •be allowed
and that amount was supposed to be low enough to
protect the public health
and welfare. . .and not just
the health and welfare of
average healthy people, but
of EVERYONE. . .children,
e l d e r ~ y people, sufferers
from respiratory
diseases.
E v e r y o n e, rega r dless of
race, creed or national origin should be aJble to ·breathe
safe air . And EPA was to
set standards that assured
it.
Did it? It's really hard
to say.
In February the standards
emerged, were duly printed
in the Federal Register and

By Martha Wright
left open to comment for 45
days. It was hard for most
Americans to c o m m e n t,
however, since the standards
were proposed in technical
language redolent with micrograms and cubic measurements that none but the
local polluter's environmental consultant could understand.
EPA said the standards
were tough and would clean
up the nation's air. The man
on the street who doesn't
know much about electrostatic preclpitators couldn't
,argue. He just knew he
wanted to · brea the clean air
and not die five years sooner 1:han he ough t.
Since the standards were
announced at least three
public interest groups with
the necessary critical expertise have reviewed the proposals. All three conclude
that EPA failed to carry out
the Congressional mandate
in its "Proposed Primary
and Secondary Ambient Air
Quality Standards."
The Center for the Study
of Responsive Law, which
produced the air pollution
study "Vanishing Air" in
1970, notes, "It i~ ironic that
the proposed standards very
often represent a retreat
from standards which have
a:lready been adopted ·by the
states and submitted to the
federal government for approval."
An analysis by the <Scientists' Institute for Public Information contains even
grimmer statistics. It notes
th at a study of death rates
in New York City and Lon-:
don reveals that under the
p r i m a r y and secondary
standards now being proposed by E)PA as protecting
health and welfare, there
would be 31 excess deaths
during an allowa:ble peak
pollution episode, and approximately
217 e x c e s s
deaths annually in a large
metropolitan area.
Both these analy s ...s pius
one made by the Natural Re-

-------

sources
Defense Council,
Inc., emphasize that the
standards make no allowance for new information or
for the fact that so little is
currently
known a b o u t
some pollutants. This fact,
coupled with the miniscule
margin of safety certainly
c a 11 into question
the
"toughness" of the proposed
standards.
The analyses also note
that Congress clearly intended BPA's standards to err
on the side of caution, that
they -~
,,:.-iilJwiaem atw • 1ft'
known and possible syner··__,. ,
gistic effects of var ious pollutants,
and that
states
wh ose pollution currently is
below the standard not ·be allowed to increase their pollution.
The big question
becomes "How come?" Can it
lbe that the Environmental
Protection Agency takes its
responsibilities of protection
so lightly?
Close
scrutiny
reveals
that the proposals originated, not in the office of the
EPA Administrator William
D. Ruckleshaus but in the
EPA's Air Pollution Control
Office. That is the office
that, under the name National Air Polluton Control
Administration, managed to
bring one small chicken rendering plant in Maryland to
court during the &"evenyears
it was responsible for cleaning up America's air. Its inability to do more was one
of the reasons for the 1970
law and for the creation of
EPA.
What is tragic is that for
once, in nearly a decade,
there was a clear and strong
Congressional mandate that
all possible steps should be
talken to make the air
breatheable. !It was to be
quick and effectiv e. But
ElPA and its Air Pollution
Control took that golden opportunity that coll!ld 'have
stopped the killing by air
pollution, and they blew it.
(Continuedon Page 6)
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YOGA
By Michele O'Leary

~

Yoga is one of, the four
basic and independent concepts that bring us directly
to the core of Indian spirituaility. From the post-Vedic
period on, India 'has above
all sought to understand
karma, maya, nirvana, and
yoga, as the means of attaining to Being, the effectual techniques for gaining
liberation.
In defining the term "yoga", it derives from the
root yuj, "to •bind together",
"to hold fast", "yoke". The
word serves in general, to
designate any ascetic tech-

REVIEWREVIEWREVIEWREVIEWREVIEW

Ten Best Dressed Women
On The . Lesley Campus

,..;

,...

Instead of the usual movie
review that I do each week
I decided to do something
different this time. Actuallly
I really had no choice. I was
a little late and the last movie I saw was "They !Shoot
Horses Don't They?" It was
in fact a great movie, but I
only saw it last week and its
two years old, so I'm sure
most of you have already
seen it. Anyway, l tl\ought
1 would write a JJst of what
I considered to ·lbe the Ten
,Best Movies I have ever
seen.

Actually I'm sure no-one
is really interested in what I
feel are the ten ibest movies,
but perhaps one of you
haven't seen just one on the
iist, and you'll take note. The
list is not in any numerical
order, except for the numbers.
1. "West Side Story"
2. "Th~ Great Escape"
3. "They Shoot Horses Don't
They?"
4. "Five Easy Pieces"

5. ''Summer of '42"
6. "Mighty Joe Young"
7. "Elvera Madigan"

Clean:Air? Anyone?

so.

dashing into waves
that broke me before
no longer afraid of the now.
living today not in
yesterday's fear or in
tomorrow's fantasy

In the meantime, allthough
the official record is closed,
EPA !Will hopefully take another hard look at the glaring inadequacies in its original proposals before it issues a final version of the
"Primary
and Secondary
Amlbient Air Quality Standards." Congress and the
American public have made
it clear they want clean air
and they want it now.

-

''

"Yes ... "
I wake with hope
another day of living ..
feeling life capturing my being
letting my fantasies flow

environmentalists are likely
1o do

8. "Yankee Doodle"
9. "All Quiet on the Western Front"
10. "Lonesome Cowboys"
If you are wondering
what the title has to do with
the artjcle, and you came to
the conclusion of "nothing
whatsoever" you are correct. I just thought more of
you would read it if I made
th e headline interesting ,'
that's supposedly the sign of
a good newspaper man, a
good 'headline, at least if the
article isn't good, something
should be.

,,'1Te8
J. 4
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touching, feeling
sensations numb to me before
saying "yes" to every awaking feeling
flowing like the surf on a summer
afternoon.
never ceasing - just rising to heights
unknown, unreached . in my staleness of
yesterday
only to break in a jubilant wave rippling
to touch and play with reality.

BENCE'S
Pharmacy, Inc.
1607 MASS. AVE.
TEL. 876-2002

Yes, you are you and that is what make s
life an adventure each morning.

Schoolsupplies. Prescriptions,

Luncheonette.

.- .

Trish KcLaugb1in 1974

ing fast", is to unify the
spirit, to do away with the
dispersion and automatism
profane
that characterize
consciouness.
With the degree to which
the yogin attempts to disassociate himself from the
profane condition, we understand that he dreams of "dying in this life". We shall, in
fact, witness a death followed lby a rebirth to another
mode of being- that represented by liberation.
The aim of yoga is 4 'Uberation of man from .ignorance". Some varieties of .yoga distort, or rather, color
in accordance with their
particular conceptions. Yogo has become · a system of
philosophy.

Summer Jobs At The Cape

REFLECTIONS

(Continuedfrom Page 5)
EPA is studying the comm~
it received on the proposals -·and will ~
, final
, standards by April 30. After that .there is a 30-day
period during which the regulations can be challenged in
court, and both polluters and

nique and any method of
meditation. These various
asceticisms and meditations
have ,been differently evaluated by the many Indian
philosophical currents and
mystical movements.
There are countless forms
of "popular" nonsystematic
yoga, Buddist and Jainist
yogas, and yogas whose
structures
are "magical",
"mystical", and so on. Yoga
implies a preliminary detachment from m a t t e r, .
emancipation with . respect
to the -world. The emphasis
is put upon man's effort, on
his se!lf-disci'pline, by virtue
of which he can obtain concentration of ,spirit even before asking for the aid of the
divinity. The purpose of this
·~binding together", "hold-

-

Cape Cod is seventy miles minimum of $1.60 an hour.
long from the Canal to Pro- In the case of "tip" occupavincetown. Any one plan- tions an employer is allowed
ning to work on the Cape to pay two thirds of the
this coming summer should hourly rate. However, if
consider this when looking this, plus tips, does not
for a job. It takes several equal the minimum wage,
days to cover the Cape and the employer should make
money will ·be needed to pay up the difforence. The Massfor IJ.ivingexpenses. There is achusetts Division of Wages
no public transportation,
and Hours has a representatherefore,
a car is needed tive on the Cape to ,assist
for job hunting as many students.
places of employment are loAutomobile
transportacated outside the village cen- tion is most unfeasable for
ters. A birth certificate is · summer workers 1because of
needed because of Massachu- the heavy traffic. Therefore,
setts labor laws . .Students the use of motor scooters or
should be ready, willing, and 1bicycles is suggested. With
a!bleto start work when they this in mind, it is better to
look for work.
get a job first and tllen look
According to Dr. Herman
V. LaMark, Director of the for housing near the job.
Massachusetts Division of There are a number of
. apartments
and
Employment Security, ap- houses,
plications for summer . work • rooms available for summer
may be filed at the Divisi- rental. House rentals run
on's office at · 225 Main .fror.n$1,500 to $2,000 for the
Street, Hyannis.
ten week season. Rooms and
apartments are considerabThe summer employment
situation on Cape Cod is in- ly less expensive. If you have
fluenced by the aaibor mar- a job, you know how much
ket, housing and transporta- . you can afford for rent.
near where
tion. Tfie year round popula- Homeowners
tion of the Cape is 96,000 you work will know of your
residents with a labor force employer and willl want to
of 30,000 people. as a result find out your employment
of this, many summer jobs status before they rent.
are now year-round jobs and
Many o w n e rs require
the number of summer open- damage deposits which may
ings is reduced accordingly or · may not be refunded.
Most summer jobs are in Many towns have establishthe service and retail sales ed ordinances relative to beareas and are at the mini- havior and extensive partymum wage of $1.60 an hour; ing. Infractions of the ordinalthough there are some ances may lead to eviction.
available at $1.80 to $2.00 an It would ibe unfortunate to
hour depending on experi- pay for housing and ,be evictence. Many of the resort and ed in mid season. Beware of
service occupations afford , "friends" - either new or
s u p p l e m e n t a l income old - who have no job and
through tips. The majority no plaoe to stay and would
of jobs available are on a ibe perfectly willing to move
six day a week basis and re- in on a worker who has shelquire work on weelkends. A ter, food, and a full-time
"non-tip" occupation pays a job .
1
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PAGE SEVEN

A Look at The Lantern Staff

------

JANET FORMICOLA
news editor
alias teformed frizz
JANET 'WEINER
layout editor
alias Wilma Wino

DEBBIE GREENBERG
art editor
alias tuty fruit fly

•
C

DEB DeGRAFFENRIED
review critic
alias saucy sophisticate
MIMI PACKMAN
news editor
alias bourgesoise bitch

JERYL V. PROCE
editor in chief
alias pappagallo preppie

e

TONIBRODAX
literary editor
alias Tonesca Taco

MICHALE O'LEARY
rewrite editor
alias Cathecism kid

IRMA GAMBERG
feature editor
alias Irma la Douche

CAROLVENA

MARLENE SANDS
'Circulation editor
alias runaround rose

\

secretary
alias Speecy spicy Vena

JANET GARY

TRIJ:SHMcLOUGHLIN
poetry editor
alias shaggy shag

business editor
alias pricilla preppie

DON'T BURN YOUR ASS
The Maxi, the Midi, the
Mini, now Hotpants
and
what's next? Back to fig
leafs, and pasties? Yes its
come. The Rot pants craze.
They seem to be shaking up
the rag trade as badly as
anything s i n c e London's
Mary Quant launched the
mini-skirt. Many fashion designers and most women see
hotpants as the final crushing rebuke to the midi and
to designerjl, stores and manufacturers
who tried to
drape women in long skirts,
last ye,ar.
Hotpants are a "street
creation" and were dreamed
up by one of the young boutique designers,
no one
knows who for sure. Much
of the fashion Establishment dis:likes the new fad
and it seems a bit ironic that
they have been dragged into

yourself" game. Right at
this moment though the
game seems robe dominated
br -hotp'ants: 'Some de&ign"=
ers are going as far as · doJling up their pants in velvet,
tacking
on patches (to
match your faded dungarees which we all love so
much) adding rlibbons and
sequins. They, with the
right accessories can be
worn almost anywhere, to
a concert, to class ( ?) , to
work, etc. They have become so popular that no one
designer 'has dared to leave
them out of his spring collections. Mostly prices range
from $15 at Bloomingdales
in New Yor.k to $525 at Giorglos in Beverly Hills. I forgot to mention that the pair
sellling for $15 are a p~ir of
gray jeans slashed off 3
inches at the crotch with a

selling it against their will.
Most take the view that they
prefer not to make hot pants
nut .they don' t hav ; any
choice. One garment maker
wa~ quoted as stating "We
don't control the ladies. They
control us now."
For approximately
two
years the houses of haute
couture in Paris have been
giving in to the youthful,
kicky, and definitely cheaper c;lothes. The real answer
may not lie in a decision as
to what style to wear (midi,
maxi , mini or recently hotpants), instead the attitude
to tell and except women to
follow their own heads, to
set their own fashions and
be individual in their looks.
There is not one uniform
look today it is a combination of many, its a "do-it-

razor, by the way this price
includes ragged edges and
d a n g l i n g threads. Some
claim -rts much more fun to
wear some thin
· g th a t 1ook s
old and cheaply done. The
manufacturers are all willing to meet these demands
of the young public, what do
they 'have to worry about,
that is tile way they've ibeen
doing them all along. Looking into the past, we can remember hotpants as }'s'hortshorts";
those tiny little
pants that showed oohh'h so
much of the leg- a dare to
any women ,who grew up
during the war when Betty
Gra 'b[e and Ann Southern
were flashing them to re- .
mind our iboys overseas that
we were still thinlking of
them.
A lot of people think that
the new style is ugly ("it

·bares the ugliest part of a
womans l~g- the knee") and
almost everyone agrees that
.
.
1 t will be gone by next fall.

~

We'll se~! 'Rudi Gernreich
sums up the whole fashion
scene up as so; "The fashion
industry is dead, the isolated
coutier is dead. Women are
striving toward liberation
and clothes are no longer
status they'_!.'e very much
anti-status. Your sick if you
need expensive clothes to
establish your worth. To be
in these days is to be out".
So girls, what do we do, sit
around and wonder what to
wear or relbel against all
fashion with our faded dun.gare2s; but now I'm wondering if its rebelling or just
conforming be c a use we
don't know what else to
wear?
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PAGE EIGHT

Safe And Secure ·

~

By Jeryl V. Proce
Here at Lesley we're safe cleans classrooms and the
from rape - at least we campus the remainder of the
think so. We have our cam- time. Francis .X. Walsh and
pus police to thank for any Frank Venuti work from
measure of security, but due 11 :00 p.m. to 7 :00 a.m. Monto our surrounding condi- day through Friday and Pat
tions and the way our cam- -Walsh from 12:00 p.m. to
pus is spread over four street
7 :00 p.m. Pat is also in
blocks, we are a wide open charge of cleaning the dincampus.
ing room. On Saturday and
There is round-the-clock
Sunday, Paul Kassabiar,
protection, 12 months a year, Harold Gillette, G o rd o n
everyday Monday through
Newton, and Eugene Cataldo
Sunday, and 24 hours a day. work in shifts. Their workThe security officers work in ing schedule is deemed fair
shifts. At White Hall desk by the men. John Cataldo
John McCarthy works Mon- emphasized that the girls'
day and Tuesday from 11 :00 safety is foremost in the secp.m. to 7 :00 a.m. Albert Cat- urity officers minds, and
aldo works W e d n es d a y therefore
all efforts . are
through Sunday from 11 :00 made to have the campus
p.m. to 7 :00 a.m. The cam- fully protected at all times.
pus is patrolled by Tom
Our security officers are
Driscoll and Thomas Lux, classified as special policefrom 4 :00 p.m. till midnight,
man sworn in to uphold the
Monday through
Friday,
law but who for the most
Dan O'Donoghue from 5 :00 part have noi;_received any
.a.m. till 10 :00 a.m. Dan also specialized training as town

,.,~
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policemen do. Like English
bobbies, they carry no guns.
When security is investigating a report 9f suspicious
men roaming the campus,
the men cruise the campus
and complete routine chores.
They also have 34 buildings
to secure. John Cataldo feels
that even though there is
a lot of work at hand; the
Security Staff is complete.
Suggestions by John is to
leave shades down when undressing, don't walk late at
night unescorted and to curb
any frustrating screams that
might possess you.
On a ibrighter note however, John feels that "23
hour parietals are more beneficial." This is because the
girls are happier with having men in the houses and .
don't feel the necessity to
stroll out for a walk alone.
Their houses are protected
and so are they.

Society News
Hi there! This is Gloria
and Brenda with your weekly report on the lives and
loves of those glamerous
girls of beautiful downtown
Cambridge ... and we mean
downtown.
You'll never guess whose
marrying who ! ... well keep
guessing.
We're not supposed to tell
but we have inside sourses
which have repeatedly implied to us that the girls who
claim residency at Lesley
College are strangely disappearing after Gordon Linen Service on Tuesday nights
and about the same time
every other day ot the week.
Gordon is getting worried.
HOT FLASH! Rumor has
it that a certain Lesley
Freshman leader just purchase d a pair of those warm
up pants or whatever they're
called, we're wondering what
she's warming up for ....
We wanted you to be the
first to know, JG from Stonleigh Prep and RB from
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By Gloria and Brenda
Here's another wink! A
Phillip's Exeter are bethro- certain guy has a certain eye
thed. Unfortunately every- don't know which one ... eye
body knows already, but we out for a certain girl. We
tried .....
that is!
It's been passed on to us
With the coming of spring
that certain people on the certain people who don't
second floor of White Hall come in from their dates
right away should keep tne1:r"
have been playing that
theater down to a low roar.
'adult' game Pinchy-Winchy,
extensively. Guess they don't conversations in the amphicare what people think.
We on that side hear some
Right on girls, were behind pretty juicy things from the
you all the- way .....
mouths of those babes . . . .
We heard that Nixon is
It was rumored during
Passover that the Matzoh protesting protest in a lecrunneth over !
ture to be presented in the
Wait a minute, we've just
back of the Lesley College
received a last minute item!
cafeteria. Juice and cookies
ISOB, DOM, MDA, MTA, will be served after naptirne.
DDT, (Ben take notice), say Agnew, please remind Nixon
high and we're proud of it to to bring his blanket . . . . .
A warning to all you sunJVP.
goddesses
who persist in
Our eitherized, tse-tse flies
have been sterilized .....
. planting yourselves on the
beach of the amphitheater,
Here's a wink. FLASH
beware of crispy criters.
Buddy went to Washington
Bye, bye now, write soon
but ended up at Berkeley.
Bonnie Boo is hooping a doo. now, take care now keep
Number one in the room those cards and letters corndr.awing chose Mather over in~ ! Be back next week with
some more bullshit!
Sacramento!

The Student Image
(Continuedfrom Page 2)

ogy, racial strife, poverty
and crime.
Spring is the reason in
which
they take place.
Spring - when every young
student's fancy turns to revolution, when a fresh breath
means a mouthful of mace,
and spring fever means the
hot anger of th e U.S. populace sitting 'by tbeir TVs
counting the Rif>Ms.
And they aren't ~xactly
sitting there watchi ng nothing. Last year, 1,785 demonstrations took place on
college campuses, including
313 building seizures and
sit-ins, 281 anti-'ROTc demonstrations, 246 arsons, and

7,200 student arrests, resulting in more than $9.5
million in damage.
,.,,
b
ht a 11 ...
1..
· ,
i e 1evis1on ' roug
u1e

already too full of biases.
Yet the new student image
can not !be as bad as college
trustees . and
. university regents might fear.
damage, fire, seizures, sitA sit -in might be a radins right into our living ical way of expressing an
rooms, in living red, white, idea, but it certainly is more
black and lblue color. The soc i a 11 y provocative and
Student Radical could have meaningfully profound than
1been
the title of a highly swaJllowing a goldfish. Dissuccessful,
action-packed , contented students sit in and
situation TV show aired in take over because they are
lieu of the news every even- concerned with values that
ing.
affect the total society, not
The new student portrait just themselves.
is detrimental to the student
It's that cause whi ch is so
himself - making al!l stu- important.
But television
dents appear alilke,, deper- shows only the superficial
sonalizing them, castrating
outcome of the student fight
individuality and sprouting for that cause - the rioting,
new prejudices in a world the sea of str~ggly students,

the hurled rocks, the fourletter words. The blood.y,
fighting, hell-raising revolutionary. student image
_ could
1be - 1f not changed, at least
altered - if the media could
make the public aiware of the
issues behind the fight.
Struggles for ecology, an
end to racism, equal rights,
community control and the
finish of an unjust war are
not difficult issues for the
public to relate to. However,
they get lost in the color and
dramatics of the televised
co 11e g e demonstrations,
which always come out looking like a television Felilini
orgy rather than a concerned and optimistic fight for a
better American future.

College students wouldn't
really need a PR outfit to
help change their image if
people could grasp the importance of the cause behind
the fight.
Middle American
That
couple sitting in front of
their new color TV no longer can afford to angrily
turn off the 6 o'clock news
of student protest and switch
the channels to a war movie
or an old John Wayne film.
The channels that must be
switched are the channels of
communication, and what
could emerge would not be a
new student image at all,
1but a new national image
based upon a new understanding .
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